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HEALTH DIALOGUE: 
A CONCEPT ANALYSIS

ABSTRACT
Health dialogue encompasses strategies to influence decisions 
to improve health, but it is often still poorly understood. 
An analysis assists in creating a definition with a sound 
theoretical base, promoting consistency in using the concept, 
and understanding the underlying defining characteristics. 
The Walker and Avant approach was used to guide this concept 
analysis. The characteristics of health dialogue include an 
equal, symbiotic health relationship between the patient and 
the healthcare provider, and reciprocal health communication 
towards reaching an identified health goal via a health 
message. Antecedents include both patient and healthcare 
provider presenting with a positive attitude towards health 
dialogue, displaying sensitivity towards cultural, contextual 
and societal factors, and receiving training on health matters 
and communication skills. The consequence is an improved 
health outcome. Empirical referents comprise sharing an 
understanding of responsibility/decision-making, establishing 
a health plan, applying context-sensitive health communication 
strategies, and declaring mutual benefits received from the 
health relationship. This concept analysis serves to clarify the 
concept within theory development and research. The defined 
characteristics further afford healthcare providers ways to 
measure the concept in their work environment and encourage 
health communication.

Keywords: health communication; health dialogue; health 
message; concept analysis; Walker and Avant approach; par-
ticipatory communication; participatory paradigm; transactional 
communication

INTRODUCTION
This article reports on an analysis of the concept “health 
dialogue”. The research argues for the implementation of said 
concept to replace the currently popular collection of terms such 
as “health communication” and “health education”. Patient- 
healthcare provider interaction and academic research is in 
need of a more distinct, patient- friendly and positive concept to 
use in the health discipline. 
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BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Health concepts that encompass psychosocial and behavioural phenomena are 
abstract and not observable or measurable. Such concepts should be researched by 
means of a concept analysis in order to assure mutual comprehension, interpretation 
and general cognition among scholars and academics in view of conducting valid 
and reliable research as well as effective health interventions (Alligood 2014; 
Bousso et al. 2013). Scholarly cognition of a concept is distinguished from everyday 
subjective meanings. The use of multiple terms to describe one specific concept leads 
to confusion and disarray in patient interaction and research.

A basic feature of health practice interventions includes the “conversation” between 
healthcare worker and patient. This interaction is generally referred to as “health 
communication” (Munodwafa 2008; Rimer & Kreuter 2006) and its alternatives, 
including health promotion, counselling or health education. These concepts have 
become challenging as they are experienced by patients as implying that they play 
subservient and passive roles in the relationship (Schöpf et al. 2017). These terms 
could imbue the caregiver-patient relationship with negative attitudes, which could lead 
to non-compliance of health interventions. Consequently, the academic community 
has sought to use the more recently coined term “health dialogue” to describe patient-
healthcare provider interaction. 

The term “health dialogue” implies patient engagement and participation in the process 
of providing health information and knowledge. This fits well with the greater realisation 
of the complexity of cultural and ethnic diversity that exists within the relationship 
with patients.

It is within the participatory paradigm, strongly influenced by theorists such as Paulo 
Freire, that dialogue is presented as a “two-way, interactive and participatory” process 
(Tomaselli 2011). Freire’s understanding of dialogue embraces communication 
between people in an equal relationship, with critical-thinking and self-realisation 
taking prominence. During the process, great value is placed on aspects such as 
mutual respect, humility and trust (Rule 2011). Dialogue within this paradigm is 
based on the sharing of knowledge, rather than a top-down linear approach from an 
“informed” source to a “passive” receiver. The transactional nature of the dialogue 
process between two or more people takes centre stage, creating the platform to work 
towards a healthy population (Corcoran 2013; Tubbs et al. 2012).

Health interaction occurs in different settings (Tubbs et al. 2012). The concept analysis 
offered in this article pertains to interpersonal, small-group and mass interface scenarios. 
The focus of data gathering and analysis is on adult and intercultural research of different 
texts. The problem this research seeks to address is conceptualising the concept “health 
dialogue”, promoting consistency whenever the concept is used. Likewise, the research 
ascertains whether the concept “health dialogue” meets the requirements of endorsing 
the validity and reliability of the research. Nuopponen (2010) maintains that the creation 
of conceptual clarity is of importance for all kinds of research.
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RESEARCH DESIGN
The concept analysis of “health dialogue” was conducted researching a large quantity 
of applicable literature. The study is underpinned by a participatory paradigm and 
employs the concept analysis model of Walker and Avant (2011), which is often used 
in health research (Nuopponen 2010). By executing this model, the structure and 
function of the concept is determined as well as the potential benefits of establishing 
the concept within healthcare. This simplified classic concept analysis modified by 
Walker and Avant (2011) involves eight steps used as an iterative process, namely 

1. selecting the concept; 

2. determining the purpose of the analysis; 

3. identifying all possible uses of the concept; 

4. determining the key characteristics; 

5. identifying a model case; 

6. constructing a borderline and contrary case; 

7. identifying the antecedents and consequences; and 

8. keying the empirical referents.

DATA COLLECTION
Data gathering according to a multi-stage strategy
Sources for the concept analysis were sought in a series of stages (see Table 1), 
with the assistance of a co-data analyst and librarian. Stage one identified hard 
and electronic copies of dictionaries from the Credo Reference database (N=792). 
After including only English explanatory dictionaries referring to individual use or 
combinations of the terms “health” and “dialogue” within any context and thereafter 
removing non-explanatory, non-English and duplicate dictionaries or dictionaries not 
referring to individual use or combinations of the terms “health” and “dialogue”, the 
final selection of dictionaries (n=143) was concluded.

Various explanatory dictionaries repeated the same definition of either “health” or 
“dialogue”. A developed data extraction form assisted the researchers in copying the 
unique definitions of health (n=62) and of dialogue (n=40), excluding repetitive definitions. 
The data extraction form further assisted in reflecting all repetitive words from dictionaries, 
which allowed the compilation of a search string used during stage two. 

The search string was used in stage three to identify abstracts (N=1570) from the 
EBSCOhost interface, specifically targeting adult patients in health dialogue with 
healthcare providers. The health dialogue could have taken place in either an 
interpersonal, small group or mass communication context. Health dialogue amongst 
healthcare providers were excluded, and duplicate abstracts were manually removed, 
determining the final list of abstracts (n=1154).
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Stage four presented the opportunity to identify articles (N=324) from abstracts also 
using the EBSCOhost interface. The same inclusion and exclusion criteria applicable 
to abstracts applied to article identification (n=147). The article search was further 
limited to available copies, scholarly publications with a length of more than one page, 
and English publications between 2000 and 2013. Duplicate copies were removed 
manually and book reviews were excluded. 

The multi-stage search strategy directed researchers to review the identified articles, 
which facilitated identification of the key characteristics of health dialogue that occurred 
repeatedly, deepening insight into the concept. In summary, the characteristics of 
health dialogue include an equal, symbiotic health relationship between the patient 
and the healthcare provider. 

TABLE 1:  MULTI-STAGE SEARCH STRATEGY

Stage Resources Sources

Stage 1 Electronic/hard copy 
dictionaries:
Identified (N=792)
Used (n=143)

Source: Credo Reference database (Credo Reference 
is a commercial database containing full-text reference 
e-books. Currently it contains about 3 507 788 full 
text entries in 742 reference books (dictionaries and 
encyclopaedias, both general and subject specific). 
It is available through subscription from http://search.
credoreference.com/ An advanced search option is 
available, allowing users to search within headings, 
resulting in relevant results.)

Dictionaries (n=143) 
with usable concepts 
describing:
Health (n=62)
Dialogue (n=40)

Stage 2 Search strings 
compiled

(conversation* or talk* or interchange* or discourse* 
or argument* or chat* or chit-chat or chitter-chatter* 
or gossip* or dialog* or communication* or jawing 
or gassing or gabbing or nattering or chin-wag* or 
confabulat* or converse or conversat* or dulogue* 
or colloquy* or discuss* or “stakeholder participant*” 
or “formal discussion*” or “exchange* of opinion*” or 
“public participant*”)
And
(health* or “physical condition*” or “mental condition*” 
or “sound* of body” or fitness* or haleness* or “good 
shape*” or “fine fettle*” or “good kilter*” or robust* or 
strength* or vigor* or vigour* or soundness* or salubrit* 
or heartiness* or “absence of ailment*” or “without 
ailment*” or “absence of disease*” or “without disease*” 
or “absence of illness*” or “without illness*” or “optimal 
level*” or “physical well-being” or “mental well-being” or 
“medical service*”)
And
((health or medic*) and (dialog* or communicat*)) not 
(“book review*” or “reviews the book”) 

http://search.credoreference.com/
http://search.credoreference.com/
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Stage Resources Sources

Stage 3 Abstracts
Identified (N=1 570)
Used (n=1 154)

Source: EBSCOhost interface
(Academic Search Complete, Africa-Wide Information, 
AHFS Consumer Medication Information, CINAHL 
with Full Text, ERIC, Health Source - Consumer 
Edition, Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition, 
MEDLINE with Full Text, PsycARTICLES, PsycINFO, 
SocINDEX with Full Text, SPORTDiscus with Full Text, 
Communication & Mass Media Complete, Humanities 
Source, MasterFILE Premier)

Stage 4 Articles
Identified (N=324)
Used (n=147)

Source: EBSCOhost interface (Academic Search 
Complete, Africa-Wide Information, AHFS Consumer 
Medication Information, CINAHL with Full Text, ERIC, 
Health Source - Consumer Edition, Health Source: 
Nursing/Academic Edition, MEDLINE with Full Text, 
PsycARTICLES, PsycINFO, SocINDEX with Full 
Text, SPORTDiscus with Full Text, Communication 
& Mass Media Complete, Humanities Source, 
MasterFILE Premier)

Rigour
This concept analysis, guided by Walker and Avant’s (2011) framework for performing 
a concept analysis, assisted the researchers to be meticulous throughout all the stages 
of the analysis. An audit trial of each stage of the analysis was kept. The iterative 
nature of a concept analysis, as well as consensus discussions between involved 
researchers, further strengthened the rigour of the reported research.

RESULTS OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review informed the stages of the analysis model as suggested by 
Walker and Avant (2011).

Stage one: selecting the concept
The concept “health dialogue” was selected for analysis because it is nominated to 
become the term that emphasises the reciprocal relationship between healthcare 
provider and patient in the clinical setting.

In the discipline of nursing, “health communication” is used interchangeably with the 
terms “health education” (Han et al. 2009; McMillan et al. 2008), “health promotion” 
(Kemppainen et al. 2012; DuBenske et al. 2010), “counselling” (Gessler et al. 2012; 
Bradley et al. 2011), and “health information” (Goodall et al. 2010). All these concepts 
denote the patient as being merely the receiver of education, information, advice or 
knowledge. There is a suggestive notion of an unequal partnership between healthcare 
provider and patient.
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According to Munodwafa (2008), “Health communication seeks to increase knowledge 
gain. This is the minimum expectation and acceptable requirement to demonstrate that 
learning has taken place following an intervention using communication”. The focus 
here is on mere knowledge gain, which is not a reciprocal action.

Rimer and Kreuter (2006) and Longtin et al. (2010) also negate participatory pedagogy 
when they adopt the general stance that health interaction and conversations 
should comprise the offering of information and behaviour change strategies related 
to positive health outcomes of interest to the patient as derived from individual 
assessment. The authors maintain that researchers should “identify key leverage 
points for impact on such intermediate outcomes as persuasion and yielding” and that 
“patient participation is increasingly recognised as a key component in the redesign of 
healthcare processes”. These references clearly convey the submissive stance of the 
patient when interacting with a healthcare provider.

The author’s 20 years of clinical experience in the primary healthcare setting resulted in an 
awareness that healthcare providers tend to revert to a top-down linear approach in their 
relations with a patient. Although it is observed that the intention of healthcare providers 
appears to advocate patient empowerment and self-management, the knowledge base 
of healthcare providers when employing this approach seems vague. The impression 
exists that they do not have a grasp of the terminology and its application.

The use of multiple terms to describe one specific concept leads to confusion in patient 
interaction and research. The concept “health dialogue” presents a modernistic portrayal 
of the caregiver-client interaction. Acknowledgement, recognition and respect for the 
client as an equal is implied by the term. The author’s clinical and academic background 
has been strongly influenced by the position taken by participatory pedagogy in choosing 
the concept “health dialogue”; especially as, within the stated participatory paradigm 
of this study, the concept “health dialogue” takes a much stronger interactive position 
than concepts such as “health education” or “health promotion”, which has a suggestive 
notion of an unequal partnership between healthcare provider and patient. 

Stage two: determining the purpose of the analysis
The purpose of the analysis is to determine how lexical evidence as derived from 
dictionaries and obtained from articles informs the concept “health dialogue” as it 
pertains to the reciprocal sharing of knowledge, experience, understanding, feelings 
and practices between the healthcare provider and the patient. The data obtained from 
the literature search should authenticate the concept in order to validate research. 

Stage three: identifying all possible uses of the concepts ‘health’ 
and ‘dialogue’
Health

Within a health setting, dictionaries refer to “health” as a state of being free from illness 
or injury, both physical and mental (White 2006). The sense of well-being accompanied 
by being healthy is not merely limited to the absence of disease or other abnormal 
conditions (Hornby 2010). Health is also described as a wish expressed for a person’s 
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welfare, a toast drunk in a person’s honour. Furthermore, health could be seen as 
enabling a person to face crises competently and so fulfill social roles (White 2006). 

Dialogue

Dialogue is most often used to denote a conversation between two or more people 
(Stevenson & Waite 2011; Cresswell 2010). The conversation forming part of the 
dialogue is often directed towards the exploration of a particular subject or the resolution 
of a problem (Hornby 2010). Dialogue has also been defined as a means of exchange 
between people of facts and ideas involved in a process of public or stakeholder 
participation (Schiavo 2014; Cowan 2005). The conversation can be presented orally 
as part of a formal discussion or in written form, such as conversations in a book, play 
or film (Stevenson 2010). 

Stage four: the key characteristics of health dialogue
Equal, symbiotic health relationship

An effective healthcare provider-patient relationship is characterised by shared 
decision-making and common expectations (Hornby 2010). Such a relationship is 
found when both role players agree to be equal partners in a health relationship; thus, 
leading to reaching a health goal dependent on the input of both parties. Healthcare 
providers could be challenged to acknowledge the patient as an expert on how to 
lead his/her own life, whilst simultaneously adding his/her own expert knowledge to 
the discussion (Coulter et al. 2008; Vivian & Wilcox 2000). Despite the challenges 
faced, such collaboration and participation can be effective in various healthcare 
situations and can be fruitfully utilised in various contexts, especially when healthcare 
providers use innovative approaches to strive towards a relationship where the patient 
is acknowledged as an equal partner.

Reciprocal health communication 

Reciprocal communication is only possible when patients become full participants in 
their own healthcare. Such participation is likely when healthcare providers follow a 
patient-centred perspective and patients follow a proactive approach by communicating 
about their health with healthcare providers (Neuhauser et al. 2009). Such a two-
way process would allow both patients and healthcare providers to work towards 
early diagnosis and effective treatment of an illness as well as patient empowerment 
(Osterlund et al. 2009; Butow et al. 2007).

Health message

Health messages can combine various communication strategies to be used in different 
contexts (Kreps & Sivaram 2008; Bernhardt 2004). Such health messages should be 
audience-specific (Varma et al. 2010) and could be presented as an online chat group 
(Donelle & Hoffman-Goetz 2009) or in a face-to-face engagement between patients 
and healthcare providers (Harvey & O’Brien 2011; Petts & Niemeyer 2004). Using 
multiple strategies when catering for the unique needs of patients may consolidate 
learning and recall in contexts where the behaviour is to be performed (Briscoe & 
Aboud 2012).
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Stage five: identifying a model case
Model, borderline and contrary case examples, as suggested by Walker and Avant (2011), 
are presented.

Model case

Walker and Avant (2011) suggest a model case to act as an example demonstrating 
all key characteristics of the concept. Thus, the identified three key characteristics of 
the concept health dialogue are presented in the following constructed example as a 
model case, implying that all three key characteristics are present.

Mrs N, a non-English-speaking patient diagnosed with diabetes regularly visits her 
healthcare provider for her scheduled follow-up appointments. Her established 
relationship with her healthcare provider is based on their shared understanding of 
their respective roles and responsibilities, allowing both parties to bring their own 
knowledge to the table. After various discussions, they have decided how to manage 
her blood glucose levels in order to stabilise it at 5mmol/ℓ. Mrs N is thankful that her 
healthcare provider addresses her in her own language in a manner she understands. 
She expresses her satisfaction with her ability to improve her blood glucose levels, 
whereas the healthcare provider expresses satisfaction with Mrs N’s positive report of 
the Patient Opinion Survey, which emphasises their positive healthcare relationship.

An equal healthcare relationship exists between Mrs N and the healthcare provider, 
as evidenced by their shared understanding of their respective roles and health 
responsibilities. Furthermore, the relationship is symbiotic in nature, as declared by both 
parties in the healthcare relationship. The win-win situation culminates in the Patient 
Opinion Survey, with the patient reporting positively on the dialogue/care received and 
therefore the healthcare provider experiences having provided good care. Reciprocal 
health communication takes place between Mrs N and her healthcare provider as they 
have established a collaborative healthcare plan, clearly identifying who is to do what, to 
reach a specific aim – in this case, a stabilised blood glucose level. The health message 
takes place within an interpersonal context, whilst being patient-sensitive, as Mrs N is 
addressed in her own language at a level acceptable to her.

Stage six: constructing a borderline and contrary case
Borderline case

A borderline case contains most of the key characteristics, but not all of them (Walker 
& Avant 2011). A constructed example of such a case is the following. Mr B, a teacher 
and known hypertension patient, visits his healthcare clinic to collect his repeat 
prescription. His complaints of constant headaches and dizziness lead the healthcare 
provider to provide Mr B with an information leaflet on hypertension management. 
No further discussion takes place between Mr B and the healthcare provider. Despite 
being satisfied with receiving treatment and information about his hypertension, Mr B 
still struggles to control his blood pressure. The healthcare provider is satisfied with 
the quality of healthcare provided to Mr B.
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Although a health relationship exists between Mr B and the healthcare provider, the 
relationship is not equal, a there is no shared understanding of their respective roles 
and health responsibilities. It appears as if the healthcare provider sees her role as 
mainly providing repeat prescriptions and health related literature. She expects Mr B 
to collect the prescription. As both Mr B and the healthcare provider are satisfied with 
the health relationship, a seemingly symbiotic health relationship exists. No reciprocal 
health communication occurs between Mr B and his healthcare provider, as no 
discussions concerning a health plan/goal takes place. The use of an information leaflet 
to convey a health message to a literate man such as Mr B demonstrates a degree of 
patient-context sensitivity, as the healthcare provider may assume Mr B to understand 
the supplied health related literature. However, such an assumption could be wrong. 

Contrary case

A contrary case acts as an example of “what the concept is not” (Walker & Avant 2011). 
A tongue-in-cheek example of a contrary case is a book in Afrikaans, addressing 
antenatal care exercises, which is displayed in an empty waiting room for African 
geriatric patients.

No equal healthcare relationship exists because no patient or healthcare provider is 
present. No symbiosis in a healthcare relationship is, possible without participants. 
Therefore, reciprocal health communication cannot take place. The Afrikaans book 
could be used to convey a health message, but it is not context-sensitive, as evidenced 
by the language medium of the book as well as by antenatal care exercises being an 
inappropriate topic for geriatric patients. This case is a clear example of what the 
concept “health dialogue” is not.

Stage seven: identifying the antecedents and consequences
Antecedents

In refining the social context in which health dialogue takes place, it is also important to 
identify events/incidents that need to occur prior to the occurrence of health dialogue. 
Literature searches assisted in identifying the following antecedents: the patient and 
healthcare provider should have a positive attitude towards health dialogue; sensitivity 
is displayed towards cultural, contextual and societal factors; and training has been 
received on health matters and communication skills. Within a participatory paradigm, 
identified antecedents are applicable to both the healthcare provider and patient.

• Positive attitude

A positive attitude towards the health dialogue requires of both the patient and 
healthcare provider to be open towards creating a platform for collaborative interaction 
with all the identified role players and so move towards a shared understanding of 
responsibility and decision-making (Street Jnr et al. 2009). Following a holistic 
approach, the dignity of all is to be acknowledged (Neuhauser et al. 2009). A positive 
attitude will further be fostered within a relationship portraying a shared understanding 
of responsibility, whilst the following relationship characteristics are present: trust, 
empathy, confirmation and emotional support (Castro et al. 2010).
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• Sensitivity/Respect

It is essential to be sensitive and to show mutual respect towards the culture, belief system 
and socio-economic milieu in which health dialogue takes place (Taylor et al. 2013; 
Degni et al. 2012; Kalbfleisch 2009). Acknowledging existing health knowledge, 
linguistic difficulties and technological skills, as well as the availability of technological 
devices, are further aspects that require sensitivity prior to engaging in the health 
dialogue (Suggs & McIntyre 2009; Vahabi 2007). Another way in which respect can be 
shown towards the patient within a health communication encounter is by emphasising 
tailored health messages (Harvey & O’Brien 2011; Hinchliff et al. 2005). Combining 
various communication strategies (Briscoe & Aboud 2012; Lapinski et al. 2009) has 
also proven beneficial.

• Training

Healthcare providers benefit from training in communication skills, especially 
if emphasis is placed on cultural sensitivity within the communication process 
(Malta et al. 2010; Redsell et al. 2010; Durant et al. 2009). This makes the healthcare 
providers more sensitive towards patients who might not have been exposed to formal 
communication skills training, but who still bring their indigenous skills to the health 
communication encounter. Such indigenous skills/knowledge is seen as “training” that 
the patient has undergone. Communication skills alone would not be of much benefit 
without healthcare providers who have the necessary knowledge base entering 
health communication (Savdie & Chetley 2009), whilst simultaneously acknowledging 
patients’ own knowledge base.

Consequences

The literature confirmed that the outcome of the concept “health dialogue” was an 
improved health status (Roach et al. 2010; Street Jnr et al. 2009). However, the 
researchers were able to identify the consequences stemming from each of the three 
antecedents (positive attitude, sensitivity/respect and training) respectively. 

• Positive attitude

A positive attitude towards an equal healthcare relationship leads to a deeper understanding 
of patients’ problems (Butow et al. 2007), which in turn allows the healthcare provider 
to tap into the strengths of the patient population (Street Jnr et al. 2009). Patients who 
take an active role in their care, therefore displaying a positive attitude towards their own 
healthcare, achieve better health outcomes than patients who are not actively involved 
in their own care (Song et al. 2013; Roach et al. 2010). A health relationship grown 
from such a positive outlook leads to enhanced compliance (Hornby 2010), patient 
satisfaction (Royal College of General Practitioners 2014; Hardee et al. 2005), and a 
strengthened relationship between the patient and healthcare provider (Ko et al. 2011), 
as well as better recall of health messages (Gutheil & Heyman 2005).
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• Sensitivity/Respect

Mutual sensitivity and respect towards reciprocal health communication lead 
to various positive outcomes, such as gaining an understanding of a health 
problem (Sanders Thompson et al. 2008), sustained behaviour change (Cross & 
Bloomer 2010; Lee 2010), quality health communication (Norgaard et al. 2012), and 
achieving social justice (Schiavo 2014; Detmar et al. 2002). When sensitivity is shown 
towards the communication needs of specific patients, a positive health outcome 
is inevitable, especially when using combined health communication strategies, 
consolidated learning and recall in the context where behaviour is to be performed 
(McGilton et al. 2009; Hinchliff et al. 2005).

• Training

Training in communication skills for healthcare providers indirectly leads to 
improved health due to the increased quality of healthcare (Quinn et al. 2011; 
McGilton et al. 2009). Apart from the resultant empowerment of the healthcare provider 
(Savdie & Chetley 2009), patient-centred healthcare and better cultural competency 
skills (Quinn et al. 2011) would lead to acknowledging the indigenous knowledge and 
skills patients bring to the health communication table.

Stage ten: keying the empirical referents
Empirical referents create the opportunity to measure the key characteristics (Walker 
& Avant 2011). Each key characteristic therefore has its own specific empirical 
referent. Consequently, the characteristic “equal, symbiotic health relationship” has 
as its empirical referent “shared responsibility/decision-making”. Any observable 
phenomena depicting the presence of shared responsibility/decision-making would 
thus be seen as the empirical referent for the key characteristic “equal, symbiotic 
health relationship”. Such an example was provided in the discussion of the model 
case as a clearly demarcated role distribution between the healthcare provider and the 
patient, with subsequent responsibilities.

The characteristic “reciprocal health communication” has as its empirical referent a 
“health plan and mutual benefit” for both healthcare provider and patient. Again, the 
model case proposed such to be a healthcare plan with clearly identified actions and 
expected outcomes, whilst making it clear who is responsible for which action. Such 
a plan can be a formal written document, but is often rather an informal agreement 
between the healthcare provider and patient. 

The third key characteristic, a “health message”, has as its empirical referent a “context 
sensitive communication strategy”. Again an example of such a communication strategy 
was provided in the model case as interpersonal communication between the healthcare 
provider and patient, in a language the patient understands, and in a manner that is 
acceptable to her. The message could also be packaged in other formats, such as 
illustrated in the borderline case, where a health information leaflet was used. 
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DISCUSSION

FIGURE 1:  CONCEPTUAL MAP OF HEALTH DIALOGUE: ANTECEDENTS, 

CHARACTERISTICS, EMPIRICAL REFERENTS, CONSEQUENCES

Figure 1 depicts the conceptual map developed during the data analysis derived 
from Walker and Avant’s (2011) framework. From the map, it becomes clear that 
all the antecedents need to be present prior to identifying key characteristics of the 
concept. Each key characteristic in turn becomes visual or measurable through a 
specific empirical referent. Although the overall consequence of the concept leads to 
an improved health outcome, examples discussed under “Consequences” illustrated 
more specifically how health could be improved, as aligned to a specific antecedent. 

The linear presentation of the various health dialogue elements (antecedents, key 
characteristics, empirical referents and consequences) should not be confused with 
the iterative nature of the process that was followed to get to the conceptual map 
in Figure 1. Although these steps have been discussed sequentially, this does not 
necessarily depict the sequence in which the steps were executed. The thought 
processes during the mental construction of a concept follows an iterative process. 
In order to reach a more precise analysis, it is often necessary to make revisions in an 
earlier step because of insights arising from a later one. 

The key characteristics and other elements of the concept “health dialogue” have a 
rigorous theoretical underpinning. The use of Walker and Avant’s (2011) framework 
provided a useful methodology to guide and organise the concept analysis. Using a 
concept analysis as part of a research programme poses various advantages. In this 
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article a concept clarification with a sound theoretical base was established, which 
promotes consistency whenever the concept was used. Understanding the underlying 
characteristics assisted in the development of an operational definition, which in 
turn could be used towards the development of a research instrument. Due to the 
measurable nature of these elements, the presence of each element can be tested. 
In practice it implies constructing an item using empirical referents to reflect each of 
the identified characteristics (Walker & Avant 2011).

This opens new research directions in health dialogue, such as offering the opportunity 
for researchers to investigate the extent to which these elements occur during health 
dialogue between the healthcare provider and the patient. The measurement of the 
elements can in turn assist healthcare providers and policy makers to create a platform 
for a monitoring system for health dialogue, usable in different contexts. An example is 
an observational checklist operationalising antecedents and empirical referents, thus 
allowing the identification of health dialogue elements during health communication 
between healthcare providers and patients. The health dialogue elements identified 
with this concept analysis could act as a “golden standard” to strive towards during 
health dialogue. The saying rings true: “If you aim at nothing, you will surely hit the 
target”. If we were to look again at Mrs N, presented in the model case, such an 
observational checklist could be used to observe the interaction between Mrs N and 
her healthcare provider, followed by feedback to these role players – in this way 
identifying elements to be strengthened, and ultimately improving health outcome.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The aim of the current research was to present the results of a concept analysis of 
health dialogue; however, some limitations need to be noted. The empirical work 
reviewed was limited to material available in English from 2000-2013 and references 
were set as the limiter in the article search. Although material outside this period was 
excluded, no concept analysis on health dialogue was found up to date. Despite a 
rigorous analysis process, with two persons independently performing the data 
analysis, followed by consensus discussions, the presented concept analysis can 
never be seen as the final product. The tentative nature of the final product can be 
ascribed to two people not necessarily coming up with exactly the same characteristic 
due to the fast pace of knowledge generation and the influence of aspects, such as 
culture and society, on affecting change (Walker & Avant 2011). It is further possible 
that researchers or healthcare providers, who have not previously been exposed to 
the participatory paradigm, could struggle to fully appreciate and apply their minds to 
the equal role the patient plays within health dialogue. Even though the data included 
depicted communication between adult patients and healthcare providers within an 
interpersonal, small group or mass communication context, it could potentially be a 
greater challenge to apply some elements within a mass communication context.
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CONCLUSION
The major challenge offered in this analysis concerns how healthcare providers can 
enrich their theoretical conceptualisation of health dialogue in order to improve the 
health outcomes of patients. The step-by-step process of Walker and Avant (2011) 
enabled the researchers in the conceptualisation of health dialogue. 

Significant role players in taking the concept analysis forward are healthcare providers, 
such as nurses, policy makers and researchers. Nurses, often the backbone of health 
provision, play an important role in the health dialogue between the patient and the 
healthcare provider. The potential significance of the nurse’s role in the health dialogue 
between the patient and the healthcare provider becomes even more meaningful when 
considering that patient participation leads to a significant improvement in personal 
and community health (Rensburg & Krige 2011), especially seen within a participatory 
paradigm. Nurses therefore benefit from the vast number of studies on various 
aspects of health communication conducted and published in recognised journals 
and data bases worldwide (Nazione et al. 2013; Sakai 2013; Damasceno et al. 2012; 
Gessler et al. 2012; Sherman et al. 2011).

Policy makers need to operationalise the concept and construct a monitoring system 
for health dialogue that can be used in various settings. Such a monitoring system, 
reflecting the key elements, would offer healthcare providers a base to measure 
the concept in their work environment, and so encourage health communication. 
The empirical foundation provided by the set of key characteristics and other elements 
of the concept offers further research directions and could be tested by means of 
quantitative research. Acknowledging criticism of participatory approaches as making 
more sense theoretically and not necessarily translating to on-the-ground realities, 
researchers’ assistance is needed in exploring the willingness of patients and 
healthcare providers to buy in to the elements of the concept presented. 

Undertaking this concept analysis provided a step-by-step, structured approach 
to clarifying the potentially ambiguous concept of health dialogue. The analysis 
process produced an operational definition of health dialogue, which include the key 
characteristics of an equal, symbiotic healthcare relationship between the patient 
and the healthcare provider and reciprocal health communication towards reaching 
an identified goal via a health message. It also allowed for the identification of the 
antecedents, empirical referents and consequences of health dialogue and presented 
model, borderline and contrary cases. 
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